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Background
We consider the problem of investigating spatial variation in the risk of non-infectious diseases
in populations exposed to pollution from one or more point sources.
The data most commonly available to study this question include case-counts (Oi) in each of a
set of areas that partition the geographical region of interest, suitable denominators, Ei,
proportional to the expected number of cases in each area, and the locations of the relevant
point sources, from which we can compute distances dij between the jth focus and a reference
location, typically the centroid, within the Ith area. Also available in most applications are
covariates relating to socio-economic status or other risk-factors associated with each area,
which we denote by Zk.
The standard approach to the analysis of data of this kind is a log-linear regression of the casecounts on the covariates, with log-transformed denominators as an offset variable. To model
distance-related point source effects, a log-linear formulation is unrealistic because of the need
to combine an elevated risk close to the source with a neutral long-distance effect. We therefore
extend the model by including a non-linear distance function, f(dij), hence [1,2]:

Oi ~ Po( Ei μ i )

μ i = ρ ∑ (ϑk Z ik )∏ f (d ij );
k

[

f (d ij ) = 1 + α j exp − (d ij / β j )

2

]

j

Parameter estimation and standard error calculations
Generic functions available in R to fit non-lineal regression models include the “gnlm” library by
J. K. Lindsey [3], which in turn uses the nlm function of Bates and Pinheiro to estimate the
parameters. These functions use a numerical estimate of the Hessian matrix evaluated at the
parameter estimate to calculate standard errors.
We have found that, for point source models like the one described above, even when
numerically accurate values are returned for the maximum likelihood parameter estimates, the
associated standard errors derived by inverting the estimated Hessian can be unreliable. As an
alternative strategy, we obtain standard errors by combining an R function for direct
maximisation of the likelihood with replicated Monte Carlo simulations of the fitted model.
Results
We have carried out a simulation study to compare the estimators yielded by the two
methodologies and to asses the performance of the Hessian and Monte Carlo methods for
calculating approximate standard errors. As expected, parameter estimates obtained from the
two methods are almost identical. However, standard errors for the non-linear parameters (αj,
βj) are estimated more reliably by Monte Carlo than by inversion of the estimated Hessian.
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